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Operating Principle
• Particle interactions in LXe produce scintillation and ionisation.

• Ratio of ionisation to scintillation provides discrimination.
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The Detector:  ZEPLIN-III
✤ PMTs in liquid to improve light collection 
✤ 31 two-inch PMTs for fine position sensitivity
✤ 12 kg active target mass
✤ High E-field -> better n/γ discrimination
✤ ~3.6 cm drift depth, ~0.4 cm gas gap
✤ open plan – no surfaces - reduced feedback
✤ Low-background xenon (40 yr old - low Kr)
✤ All copper construction - electron beam welded



The Location:  Boulby UG Lab
✤ Located in Boulby mine, North-East England
✤ 1100m UG (2600m water equivalent)
✤ Reduces muon flux by a factor of ~106

✤ Low-background environment enhanced by 
lead+hydrocarbon shield providing 
combined attenuation factor of 105 for both 
rock gammas and neutrons



First Science Run Data
✤ 83 days operation @ 84% livetime
✤ Collecting 847 kg.days of raw data
➡ 267.9 kg.days effective fiducial 

exposure
✤ WIMP search box defined from NR 

calibrations below 50% NR from 
2-16 keVee.

✤ Secondary selection rules on event 
topology (S1,S2) to remove MSSI 
double scatter events

✤ 7 events observed within search 
box, extrapolation from electron 
recoil population fits gives 
expectation of 11.3 ± 3.0 in the box

✤ (nr/γ) discrimination of 1:7400 
demonstrated!!



Spin-independent limit
✤ Simple Poisson analysis of data allows limits to be placed on 

the WIMP-nucleon spin-independent scattering cross-section:

8.1x10-8 pb @ Md = 55 GeV/c2

V.N.Lebedenko et al, Phys. Rev. D 80:052010(2009)
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Trotta et al 2008, CMSSM Bayesian: 95% contour
Trotta et al 2008, CMSSM Bayesian: 68% contour
ZEPLINIII(yr 3,with PMT upgrade) Proj. Sens.
CDMS: Soudan 2004-2009 Ge
CDMS Soudan 2004-2008 Ge
XENON10 2007, measured Leff from Xe cube
ZEPLIN III (Dec 2008) result
Edelweiss II first result, 144 kg-days interleaved Ge
CRESST 2007 60 kg-day CaWO4
ZEPLIN II (Jan 2007) result
WARP 2.3L, 96.5 kg-days 55 keV threshold
DATA listed top to bottom on plot



Spin-dependent limits
• Limits also placed on spin-dependent interactions, 

on 129Xe and 131Xe.

• With CDMS-II and XENON10 we place the best 
constraints on the WIMP-neutron cross-section.

V.N.Lebedenko et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 103:151302 (2009)



✤ Analysis of the ZEPLIN-III FSR 
dataset excludes most of the DAMA 
region with 90% confidence.

✤ Completely excludes region with 
>87% confidence.

✤ Xe target similar kinematically to 
DAMA (NaI).

Inelastic DM
✤ Paper submitted to Physics Letters B 

- arXiv:1003.5626
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The Upgrades: why?

✤ Make it easier to find a DM signal!
✤ Reduce neutron background

✤ reduce internal sources, tag remaining neutrons, increase shielding

✤ Reduce electron recoil background
✤ reduce internal sources

✤ Improve discrimination (aiming for 1:10,000!!)
✤ improve stability and refined cuts

✤ Increase exposure
✤  improve duty cycle.

n γ
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Figure 5.24: Drift time distribution of single scatters in the active volume, fitted with
an exponential plus a constant to demonstrate large number of potential S1-only events
from below the cathode. The blue dashed lines show the positions of the cathode grid
(left), PMT grid (centre) and PMT array (right).

there is a limitation of this e!ect as S1-only events must pass the 3-fold event selection

requirement, which is not the case for the MSSI events.

A further confirmation of this hypothesis is the s1tau (analogous to the scintillation

time constant) measured for the two populations. The S1-only events have a slightly

higher mean tau value, suggesting a contribution of events occurring in a zero-field

region, where near-complete charge recombination increases s1tau. However, a large

number of the S1-only events will still have similar S1 tau, as they arise in the reverse

field region between cathode and PMT grids.

5.7.2 Leaking MSSI events

The data-sets recorded in the low background configuration of ZEPLIN-III exhibit the

expected populations from electron and nuclear recoils, but with associated MSSI events.

This poses a potential problem for ZEPLIN-III if events leaking from the electron recoil



PMT Upgrade
✤ Existing PMTs limited sensitivity of first run (from μ-ray leakage at least).
✤ Custom design for ultra low-background tubes, pin-by-pin compatible.
✤ Detailed measurements of detector and new PMT components 

(with HPGe detector) to determine radioactivity of materials.
✤ Simulations used to predict the background in ZEPLIN-III. 



Background validation
✤ Factor of >10 improvement in gamma-ray activity expected.

✤ Complete array installed and operational - Successful!!!

✤ ER background predicted at ~1.5 dru --> observed as predicted!!

✤ Neutron background for 1 year run calculated to be 0.2 events (after all cuts).
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Active Veto
✤ Provides tagging of neutron (and 

gamma) backgrounds.
✤ 30 cm of neutron shielding (15 cm 

Gd-loaded plastic, 15 cm scintillator).
✤ Barrel and roof design providing > 

3π coverage .
✤ 32 barrel sections and 20 roof 

segments (1 tonne plastic 
scintillator).

✤ Readout from 52 channels into 
separate DAQ system synchronised 
with ZEPLIN-III DAQ.

✤ Paper describing veto design and 
testing accepted for publication in 
Astroparticle Physics (arXiv:
1004.4207).



Veto performance
✤ All 52 channels working! 
✤ Operation integrated into Z3 overall slow control systems.
✤ LED PMT calibration system operational.
✤ Gamma-ray tagging efficiency as expected (if not better!)
✤ Neutron tagging efficiency > 65%
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Other system upgrades
✤ Instrument operations fully automated 

to improve stability and duty cycle.
✓Successfully implemented, ~95% 

duty cycle achieved.

✤ Automated source delivery system to 
improve reproducibility and efficiency 
of daily calibrations.
✓Automated daily calibrations 

successfully implemented.



Other system upgrades
✤ “Phantom grid” to provide calibration 

of position reconstruction.
✓Successfully imaged in data

✤ Improved neutron calibrations
✓absolutely calibrated source allows 

for better MC measurement of Leff.

✤ LED PMT calibration system
✓used to monitor stability of PMTs 

response.

✤ Improved analysis
➡building on previous analysis
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Current status
✤ The detector is currently running 

and acquiring dark data.

✤ Automated operation providing 
very good stability and high duty 
cycle (~95%).

✤ Electron lifetime similar to FSR 
(~22 μs).

✤ Initial nuclear recoil and gamma 
calibrations completed.

✤ Analysis underway (based on 
the FSR foundations).

Now we just have to 
wait and collect the 

data!!
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The collaboration

Thanks to everyone in the ZEPLIN-III collaboration.

ZEPLIN-III: The Hunt for Dark Matter
Blair Edwards, Imperial College London & STFC Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, 

on behalf of the ZEPLIN-III collaboration

 What is ZEPLIN-III?
ZEPLIN-III is a UK-led experiment operated by an international 
collaboration, using two-phase xenon as a target for WIMP 
interactions.  It is the culmination of the ZEPLIN programme with 
almost a decade of development, resulting in a design including 
many unique features designed to enhance its performance and 
demonstrate the power of the two-phase xenon technique.

 What is Dark Matter?
Baryonic Matter

4%
Dark Matter

26%

Dark Energy

70%

Most our Universe is missing!!

All the matter we can see (stars, planets, gas, me and 
you) is made up of baryons.  But if you add up all of this 
matter, the mass only accounts for about 4% of the 
Universe as a whole.  The rest is made up of Dark Matter 
and Dark Energy. 

Dark matter cannot be directly observed as it doesn’t 
emit or absorb electromagnetic radiation.  But its 
presence is inferred by its gravitational influence on the 
matter we can observe.  Two excellent examples are:

• Observations of the motions of stars and gas moving 
around galaxies, allowing their mass to be calculated.

• A recent image of the Bullet cluster showing the 
separation of the majority of ordinary matter (pink) 
from the dark matter (blue), following a collision.

This dark matter is in the form of a new type of particle 
not previously detected.  The currently favoured 
candidate particles are WIMPs or Weakly Interacting 
Massive Particles.

The most probable type of WIMPs are called neutralinos, 
supersymmetric particles predicted by particle physics.  
Such supersymmetric particles should be created by 
higher energy particle collisions in the Large Hadron 
Collider at CERN, providing clues to the particles making 
up dark matter.

World-class astroparticle physics over a kilometre beneath the North Yorkshire Moors.

Scintillation 

Primary (S1)
Ionization 

Secondary (S2)

How can we detect it?
WIMPs are expected to interact with baryonic matter very rarely, causing low-energy nuclear recoils.  To detect 
these we need to build a low-background detector with a target material providing the maximum number of these 
recoils.

Liquid xenon is chosen for its high Z number, density and radio-purity.  When a WIMP interacts with a xenon nucleus it 
causes it to recoil, producing both scintillation and ionisation.  These signals can be detected by an array of 
photomultiplier tubes.  Work using xenon as a target for WIMP detection has been spearheaded by the UK for the 
past decade.

These nuclear recoils have a different 
scintillation/ionisation ratio than the electron 
recoils produced by the gamma-ray background.  
This difference allows for discrimination 
between the background events and a WIMP 
signal.

The UK has been a major part in developing 
detectors using liquid xenon as a WIMP target, 
with ZEPLIN-I and ZEPLIN-II producing important 
results and demonstrating the potential of the 
technique.

Scintillation

Ionisation

What are the results so far?
The first science run of ZEPLIN-III lasted for 83 days, collecting 453 kg.days of exposure.  During this 
period the instrument was extremely stable and was monitored with a range of sensors along with 
diagnostics derived from the data.

The response of the detector to electron and 
nuclear recoils, mimicking the gamma-ray 
background and expected WIMP signal, is done 
with gamma and neutron calibrations.

As a result of the analysis, constraints can be 
placed on the properties of the WIMP particles.  
WIMPs have not yet been observed, although the 
leading experiments in the world are beginning 
to exclude significant regions of the theoretical 
parameter space.
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The result from the first science run of ZEPLIN-III 
places it among the top experiments in the 
world, setting a limit on the WIMP-nucleon cross-
section of 7.7x10-8 pb for a WIMP mass of 55 
GeV/c2.  The detector upgrade should provide an 
excellent opportunity to push the limits to an 
even more significant level.

Cooling
The instrument is cooled by liquid nitrogen, 
maintaining the liquid xenon at about -100 °C, with 
excellent stability (< 0.5 °C).

Shielding
The detector is housed within a 
castle consisting of 20 cm of Lead 
and 30 cm of hydrocarbon.

Gas system
The xenon gas is managed and 
purified in a ultra-clean 
stainless steel system, with 
large dumps providing the 
safety mechanism.

Photomultiplier tubes
An array of 31 PMTs record the signals produced by 
the scintillation and ionisation with good 
efficiency.  New ultra-low-background PMTs have 
been developed for the detector upgrade by 
British company, ETL.

To look for these very rare interactions we 
need an extremely low-background 
environment.  We do this by constructing our 
detectors out of carefully selected low-
background materials in a cleanroom 
environment.

The detectors are placed inside a shielding 
castle to block gamma-rays and neutrons, but 
even this excellent setup would not prevent 
the large background from cosmic rays.

To shield against cosmic rays we take our 
detectors deep underground.  ZEPLIN-III is 
operated at the Palmer Underground 
Laboratory, Boulby Mine, North Yorkshire, 
where the 1100m of rock above the lab 
reduces the flux of cosmic rays by a factor of 
1,000,000.

The mine is operated by Cleveland Potash Ltd 
with the underground lab being an excellent 
partnership of academia and UK industry.

Where should we look?

ZEPLIN-I      ZEPLIN-II 
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The Collaboration
ZEPLIN-III is a collaboration between Imperial College London, 
STFC Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, University  of Edinburgh, 
ITEP Moscow (Russia), LIP-Coimbra (Portugal).

Detector target
The target is constructed out of 
low-background copper, with great 
care to maintain cleanliness and 
protect the delicate detector 
components.

Results submitted to Phys. Rev. D (2008).  Available from:  V.N.Lebedenko et al, arXiv:0812.1150

The expected signal region is examined in the 
background data, with the observed events 
statistically evaluated as a possible signal.  The 7 
events observed were consistent with background, 
leaving no evidence of a WIMP signal.


